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ABSTRACT 
Being able to debate, reflect, form opinions, consider counter 
evidence and make informed decisions is a foundation of civic 
life in democratic societies. Government benefits from broad 
participation in collective decision making in terms of 
sustainable outcomes (e.g., greater consensus) and quality of life 
in our cities and communities. These collective decision making 
capabilities are undermined by a strange combination of 
diminishing (or extinct) local print media, especially local 
newspapers, and by its obverse, a plethora of information and 
communication opportunities that are scattered across numerous 
disparate and decentralized websites and resources (e.g., 
webpages, RSS feeds, social network software, email, listservs, 
podcasts, tweets). To address this problem, a number of news 
aggregators have emerged that capture local content from 
dispersed sites. To facilitate civic engagement, these sites also 
need to support social interaction and information exchange. In 
this paper we review the state of the art in local news 
aggregation in the US and their support for social affordances 
(social trust, networks and interaction) that are essential to civic 
participation. We present a prototype we have developed for 
local news aggregation that supports social affordances. We 
summarize briefly the design strategies and techniques (e.g., 
algorithms) we used to cluster topics and user generated content 
derived from existing local sources.  The prototype should lead 
to a replicable model for other US communities. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H5.m. [Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI)]: 
Miscellaneous. 

 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Design, Human Factors. 

Keywords 
Civic engagement, news aggregators, social affordances. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Collective decision-making is central to the quality of life in US 
communities, towns, and city neighborhoods whether it is 
routine and long term planning or timely and critical follow up 
to crises.  This painstaking and often divisive civic process is 
especially difficult for the many towns, counties and rural areas 
that have little or no coverage in print media, such as a local 
newspaper.  For these small cities, city neighborhoods and 
towns, most relevant local information is only available by word 
of mouth or through electronic communication disseminated by 
information gatekeepers (i.e., various stakeholder and interest 
groups). How can local residents and organizations engage in 
effective collective problem solving when there is very limited 
information flow and limited opportunities for interaction with a 
broader spectrum of fellow citizens and organizations?  
Increasingly, information technologies are playing a role in 
helping communities share information (and misinformation) 
and in fostering interaction and communication among local 
organizations and residents. The availability of web-based 
information and of opportunities for citizens to share ideas and 
opinions have generally led to increased civic awareness and for 
some citizens increased involvement [1-4].  

Data from Pew’s biennial news consumption survey indicated 
that Americans are spending more time following news – and 
online sources are increasing in prevalence as primary sources.  
The report indicates that slightly more than a third (34%) of the 
public went online for news “yesterday,” putting online news 
ahead of the daily newspaper and at about the same level as 
radio.  When the “online” definition is extended to include cell 
phones, email, and social networks, the percentage of Americans 
who indicate they received news yesterday from the Internet or a 
mobile source increased to 44% [5]. 

Furthermore, Pew’s latest data regarding how people learn about 
their community demonstrates that the Internet plays an 
increasingly important role. According to Pew, for “79% of 
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Americans who are online, the internet is the first or second 
most relied-upon source for 15 of the 16 local topics examined. 
For adults under 40, the web is first for 11 of the top 16 topics—
and a close second on four others” [6] (p. 2).  

In fact, there has been such a plethora of online information 
sources, even at the local level, with the advent of user 
generated content and social software systems, that it has 
become increasingly difficult for interested citizens to identify 
and track all the appropriate information of interest and citizen 
comments or other responses to a given problem or set of issues. 
In a small town or large city neighborhood, for example, on the 
same topic, information has become widely scattered across 
multiple websites (e.g., government, schools, community 
groups, news organizations) as well as web-based user generated 
content (e.g., posts on public Facebook pages, individual blogs, 
Twitter messages or image collections).  

To try to address this problem of the wide dispersion of sources 
for local information and citizen discussion, various computer-
mediated systems and data mining techniques have begun to 
collect and update content automatically from diverse sources 
and to build in social affordances in ‘news aggregation’ 
websites.  

Aggregators are playing an increasingly important role in news 
delivery for online audiences.  Instead of going online to a single 
local news source, 86% of 18 to 29-year-olds “often” or 
“sometimes” rely on search engines and aggregators (e.g., 
Google News, Yahoo!) to search for news [7]. If this trend in 
news searching continues to characterize news consumption, 
communities have an opportunity to create a virtual space based 
on aggregator techniques where citizens not only gather for 
more comprehensive coverage of local news and information but 
also for social interaction (e.g., content sharing and discussion) 
about that news. 

This paper presents an analysis of existing types of local and 
hyperlocal news aggregation, and examines the different social 
affordances that they support in order to help foster greater 
interaction and civic engagement.  

Local news is the set of announcements, events and other 
information that pertains to one’s city or town and environs; 
“hyperlocal news” relates to the immediate area around a 
resident, such as “my city neighborhood” or “these five square 
blocks” or “my area of town”. Some websites have both local 
and hyperlocal information, especially when residents contribute 
content. For simplicity’s sake, we use the term ‘local’ in the 
paper to mean both local and hyperlocal content.  We also use 
parentheses -- (hyper) local -- for shorthand to designate local 
and/or hyperlocal. 

Affordances are actionable properties between an agent (i.e., a 
person) and the world [8].  For example, a door handle affords 
the act of opening a door. In a computer system, various 
features, such as a keyboard, mouse, and screen display afford 
pointing, looking and selecting. It is not sufficient to build 
affordances into a design; it is necessary that a user actually 
perceives the affordances that are offered, e.g., that clicking with 
a mouse will result in a useful or meaningful outcome [9]. In 
human-computer interaction, affordances have been classified 
into subcategories including cognitive, physical, sensory and 
functional [10]. We seek to extend Hartson’s classification into 
the social realm.  

2. DESIGN for SOCIAL AFFORDANCES 
Using a mouse for clicking on a computer screen is an 
individual affordance. Social affordance, by contrast, is the 
quality of artifacts in any physical or virtual space that invite or 
facilitate interaction among users [11]. Social affordances in a 
website could include tagging, ranking and sharing. Sometimes 
the user has specific individuals in mind (friends on Facebook) 
when they tag a photo, for example.  Sometimes, the social 
interaction is with unknown people, such as correcting an entry 
in Wikipedia. Evaluations of social affordances in websites have 
focused on some of the following features [12-15]: 
Tagging: web-based tagging systems let users annotate a 
particular resource, such as a web page, a blog post, an image, or 
any object with a freely chosen set of keywords. Tags usually 
facilitate finding and sharing content. 

Activity Streams: flowing commentaries on users’ actions on 
different sections of a site; this feature is helpful in discovering 
content. 

User Profiles: self-disclosed information about the identity of 
individual users, which can aid in discovery of common interests 
and relationships. 

Comments: the primary conversational medium on social 
network sites that often indicates social relationships; also 
present on some public sites, such as news media (e.g., New 
York Times) and Facebook pages of organizations (e.g., local 
government, community groups). 

Ratings and Votes: reputation systems for users that can 
facilitate interaction and trust and limit aversive behavior. 

These social affordances allow users to be aware of other users’ 
opinions, thoughts and feedback and, in so doing, help to engage 
users and build social connections [12]. 

3. LOCAL NEWS AGGREGATORS 
Aggregators compile information using Real Simple Syndication 
(RSS) feeds from diverse Internet sources, based on the purpose 
of the aggregator. For example, a blog aggregator site lists on 
one site all the blogs that bloggers have requested (and site 
owners have approved) to be listed there. News aggregators can 
collect news articles based on specified topics from various 
websites or Web applications into one site. Aggregators can also 
collect user-generated information, ranging from comments on 
news stories to user-written articles (e.g., blogs and other social 
media, such as messages, called ‘tweets’ from Twitter).  
Aggregators can pull in any content that is made available as an 
RSS feed. This compilation of sources gives users easy access to 
continuously updated local information from diverse sources. 

Aggregation is an important feature of websites that seek to 
collect a lot of continuously updated content on an automatic 
basis. The automatic updating of content keeps the costs of 
maintaining and sustaining an aggregator site very low because 
the actual content is being generated elsewhere by others. 

We reviewed and compared different types of self-proclaimed 
local (and hyperlocal) news aggregators in the US, with a view 
to determine the extent to which some of the most common and 
popular sites are in fact set up as aggregators, and are acquiring 
local content. 

We found that for some of these websites to claim to be 
hyperlocal aggregators is, in fact, misleading. Some sites are not 
truly (hyper) local news aggregators because they are either just 
‘local or hyperlocal news’ (and not ‘aggregators’) or just ‘news 
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aggregators’ and not local or hyperlocal. Examples of the 
misnomer types include Patch, EveryBlock, News360, Google 
News, iBrattleboro, and RVANews. We include sites that are 
limited to one location where the site itself (e.g., Blacksburg 
Electronic Village) is not aggregating the content it provides. In 
Section 4 we discuss true hyperlocal news aggregators and the 
extent to which social affordances are baked into their design.  

3.1 (Hyper) local News but not Aggregator  
A “(Hyper) local News” but not “Aggregator” site is a website 
that displays local news, but does not aggregate that content 
from existing local sources (Figure 1).  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Misleading (Hyper)local News Aggregators 
In 2010, Patch was delivering local news to about 800 towns in 
the US [16].  The company, based in New York, was founded in 
2007 by Tim Armstrong, Chairman and CEO of AOL [17]. AOL 
purchased Patch for $7 million in 2009 [18] and has been paying 
local individuals to serve as editors to create and maintain most 
of each local site’s content. Each of the 800 towns covered by 
Patch has its own editor. Users are allowed to write and submit 
their own articles; the local editor reviews and decides whether 
to approve these articles before they appear on Patch.  

The AOL website “Patch” collects its content from editors and 
users, but not from official Internet sources (e.g., government, 
news organizations). It is a time commitment for the editors, 
who seem to write the majority of the news articles posted on 
the website every day. It is hard to imagine that this model is 
sustainable in the long run, since employing an editor for each 
town can become costly. 
EveryBlock, another popular hyperlocal news aggregator, 
extends to 16 major cities in the US [19].  EveryBlock was 

founded in 2007 by Adrian Holovaty and, was acquired by 
MSNBC for an undisclosed price in 2009. EveryBlock heavily 
features user discussions regarding local topics. It allows users 
to sign up and post comments to their neighbors in the city. It 
obtains content by crawling websites of government 
departments, mentions of locations in the city in a subset of 
online media, local services including deals, meetups and real 
estate, and photos on third-party sites tagged with locations in 
the city.  

Most discussions on EveryBlock revolve around local 
information and events posted by users. Besides commenting 
and posting articles and events, other forms of social affordances 
include subscribing to discussion threads and appreciating 
another user’s contribution to a discussion by “thanking” the 
user. 

3.2 Aggregator but not (Hyper)local News 
The second type of misleading ‘local aggregator’ website is one 
that aggregates information that is not strictly local (“News 
Aggregator”, not “Hyperlocal”).  These websites include 
News360 [20] and Google News [21]. 

News360 is programmed to pull headlines from other news 
websites, such as CNN and The New York Times, and post a 
partial view of each article for the readers.  If the readers find 
the snippet interesting, they can click a hyperlink that will take 
them to the original source of the article.  News360 also has the 
ability to group articles by topic, from fashion to technology, 
and allow users to select topics that most interest them.  
Unfortunately, the focus on information is not local, so it cannot 
be used as an ideal hyperlocal news aggregator. 

Google News is similar to News360 in that it is programmed to 
aggregate content from other major news websites.  It can also 
group similar articles from various sources together, as a further 
step to collecting information for readers. Google News claims 
to favor local articles and searches [21] although non-local news 
is part of the mix. 

Lastly, there are some sites that focus on local community news 
and information, but they do not automatically aggregate content 
that is, they are unique sites (“Limited to One Location”) such 
as iBrattleboro, the Blacksburg Electronic Village (BEV) and 
RVANews. The iBrattleboro website promotes local news 
“written by and for the people of Brattleboro” (Vermont) [22].  
iBrattleboro relies only on users for information.  This limitation 
may provide a good sense of community, but does not give users 
access to local information available through official sources 
(e.g., community organizations, town government, schools). 

RVANews (serving the city of Richmond, Virginia) like 
iBrattleboro relies heavily on user-posted information [23]. 
However, RVANews also employs staff to post articles and 
information. The website tries to foster a sense of community by 
posting articles about local events such as the area’s “Garden 
Wars” (a competition to see who has the greenest thumb). 
Nevertheless, users are still limited to a subset of information 
because the site does not aggregate additional articles from the 
many locally relevant Internet sources. In the case of the 
Blacksburg Electronic Village (BEV), focused on the town of 
Blacksburg, Virginia and environs, content is generated by a 
mix of BEV staff and users who maintain their own pages on the 
site (primarily local community groups) [24, 25].  The BEV site 
has links to many local official websites, but does not aggregate 
or display that content on its own site.  Social interaction is 
limited to several local newsgroups (e.g., Education, For Sale, 
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Environment) most of which are fairly inactive, except for the 
‘For Sale’ newsgroup[26]. 

4. LOCAL NEWS AGGREGATORS 
Some sites are genuine hyperlocal news aggregators because 
they are both covering local news and do this through automatic 
aggregation. Examples include Topix, Fwix, and Outside.in 
(Figure 2). On the aggregator side, Topix collects information 
from over 50,000 sources and provides users (from over 360,000 
locations) with local news [27]. Topix offers social interaction 
through discussions forums on the front page of each 
community website (See Figure 3 showing Topix Forum for 
Blacksburg). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. True Hyperlocal News Aggregators 
 
The main drawback of the organization of the discussion forums 
on the site is that the posts are essentially a laundry list of the 
most recent topics or narrowly focused posts. 
   

 
Figure 3. Discussion Forums on Topix.com for Blacksburg 

 
Fwix is another example of a website that aggregates local 
content and encourages user participation. Fwix’s slogan is 
“Geotagging the Entire Web” [28]. By geotagging available 
information from over 35,000 sources, Fwix is able to distribute 
local information to 61,000 cities in seven countries. Similar to 
News360, Fwix posts only part of an article and will direct users 
to the original source if they wish to continue reading. Besides 
news articles, Fwix also tries to capture other types of content 
from third-party services including photos, events, real estate 
and tweets geo-tagged with locations within the city. Fwix 
encourages user participation by posting events and allowing 
users to comment on articles.  
Outside.in aggregates primarily content from local newspapers 
and blogs, but does not accept other types of user-content or 
social interaction (no comments, discussions, or events 
postings). The posted articles are divided into two categories: 
headlines and blog posts. This simple separation makes it harder 
for users to find information on specific topics because 
“headlines” and “blog posts” are not descriptive of each article’s 
content.  It also separates a news article from comments about 
that article by bloggers. Outside.in reached over 80,000 towns 
and neighborhoods in the US.  Some of the stories that get 
caught up in the aggregation of RSS feeds (e.g., from the local 
television website) do not pertain to the local area itself. 

In comparing these sites, we note that Topix sorts its news into 
very specific topics, from “Jobs” to “Politics”. Fwix sorts news 
and information, but only into more general categories like 
“Photos” and “Events”. Outside.in has essentially a laundry list 
of headlines pulled from individual news sources. That is, news 
stories are not grouped by topic or related blog posts. In the 
future, Outside.in may aggregate and present news stories 
differently if it merges with Patch. Both companies have been 
acquired by AOL and may be joining forces in order to control 
the hyperlocal media market.  
On the social affordances side, each of these aggregators has 
some social affordances built in, primarily message posting.  
Yet, they do not offer a fuller range of features, such as tagging, 
ranking, activity streams and sharing that could help foster 
greater interaction and engagement over time. 

We have examined news aggregators with a view to building on 
or modifying the designs and strategies that most effectively 
seem to address our initial concern: the plethora of local content 
online that is scattered across many local websites and user 
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generated feeds (e.g., tweets, Facebook posts, photos). In 
contrast to the examples above, we seek to aggregate content 
from existing individual local websites, blogs, social network 
systems or image collections and automatically cluster that 
content based on a common topic classification.  
 

5. DATA MINING RESEARCH 
Two broad classes of data mining research are applicable to 
social computing contexts. 
5.1.1 Network Analysis 
With the rapid penetration of social networking sites, many 
analytical techniques have been used to study both explicit 
networks (e.g., a friendship network on Facebook.com) and 
implicit networks as captured through indirect information such 
as ratings, feedback, and views (e.g., recommender systems such 
as Amazon.com [29]. Algorithms for mining community 
structures in networks [30, 31] are now considered mainstream 
and have been generalized significantly, e.g., to find “signed” 
networks featuring both positive and negative interactions [32].   
The dynamics of interactions, network effects, and cascades of 
information propagation [33] have been studied from both a 
sociological standpoint and through an algorithmic lens, as a 
means to characterize large dynamic networks. A key insight 
from accompanying empirical studies is the densification of the 
networks over time and the simultaneous shrinking of the 
average diameters of the graphs [34]. Diffusion processes have 
been used to characterize the spread of rumors and postings over 
online social media and contrasted with diffusion processes in 
physical organizations and other traditional media [35]. It is 
hence fair to say that data mining techniques have significantly 
extended the tools available for studying and characterizing 
networks. 
5.1.2 Topic Modeling 
A second class of data mining techniques addresses the large 
availability of text and aims to characterize it to understand 
trends and events in social contexts. A fundamental building 
block to such research is the use of topic modeling on harvested 
news sources (including newspaper entries, blogs, Twitter feeds, 
and public Facebook pages [8, 9, 12, 13, 36] obtained via RSS 
feeds and HTML scraping.  
One of the basic algorithms available for topic modeling is 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [37] which prefers a 
statistical model for discovering the abstract topics in a 
collection of documents. In LDA, a document is considered as a 
distribution over topics and a topic is in turn a distribution over 
words.  

LDA posits that documents are generated in two stages. In stage 
one, a distribution over topics is chosen. In stage two, a 
document is generated by first choosing a topic, and then 
selecting a word from the chosen topic’s distribution over 
words. This can be expressed mathematically as a joint 
probability distribution over the observed documents, topic 
structure, per-topic-document topic distribution, and the per-
document per-word topic assignment. The following equation is 
a formulation of the generative process of LDA. 
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Here, ß denotes the topics, K represents the number of topics, ɵ 
is topic proportions, D represents the number of documents, z is 
topic assignments, w is the words, and N represents the number 
of words. 

Inference in LDA involves estimating the posterior probability 
or conditional probability for a given set of documents, using 
Equation 2. Here, we divide the joint probability from equation 
1 by the probability of seeing the observed corpus under any 
topic model. 

    

€ 

p(β1:K ,θ1:D ,z1:D w1:D ) =
p(β1:K ,θ1:D,z1:D ,w1:D )
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      (2) 

In our research, topics are discovered from data collected daily. 
Two key parameters of the topic modeling approach are the 
number of topics (5) in the LDA formulation and the number of 
terms (20 per topic) used for representing documents. The latter 
was selected by applying traditional IR cutoff thresholds for 
significance and the former was selected by a manual inspection 
of the LDA output by domain experts. More systematic model 
selection procedures are underway. A sample output in the form 
of a tag cloud is shown in Figure 5. A tag cloud represents a 
topic and the size of a word in the cloud is proportional to its 
relative frequency within the topic. 
 

 
Figure 5. A sample tag cloud denoting a topic about news 

articles pertaining to the 2011 Virginia Tech football season. 
 

5.1.3 Ongoing work 
We are currently addressing four problems toward greater 
integration with the objectives of VTS. The first is the dynamic 
tracking of topics over time, in particular the capture of fleeting 
and transient topics as public sentiment changes rapidly. The 
second is an automatic labeling algorithm to be able to 
comprehend discovered topics for the average user. 

A third idea we are pursuing is the understanding of how 
information flows through a small community such as ours and 
what factors contribute to the spread (or decline) of an idea. 
Such a modeling of information flow can be addressed through 
information genealogy methods [38] that is, the problem of 
automatically uncovering the origination of ideas. Solving this 
problem will help us answer questions like: which documents 
(e.g. article or blog) influenced each other, how did ideas spread 
over time, and which documents (or authors) were most 
influential? It will also help in identifying opinion leaders in our 
community.  There is also the possibility that people who are not 
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opinion leaders may gain influence nonetheless, due to domain 
expertise. 

The final problem is to characterize public perception and 
sentiment about an issue in the community. Current sentiment 
analysis techniques [39] are very narrow in how they define 
sentiments (e.g., positive or negative moods). We propose to 
model affect, by which we mean not an emotional state of mind, 
but a broader vocabulary than sentiments. For instance, affect 
modeling can capture a broader range of dichotomies e.g. liberal 
vs. conservative, small government vs. big government, and 
public school vs. private school. The main goal behind detecting 
affect is identifying multiple and possibly contradicting aspects 
associated with an idea. Using affect modeling, we can obtain a 
richer understanding of public sentiments about an idea. 
 

6. DESIGN of VIRTUAL TOWN SQUARE 
In prior work leading up to the design of the Virtual Town 
Square (VTS), we modified software available through social 
network (SN) systems [40, 41] to create a local conversation 
system we called Colloki.i  VTS will use a similar set of social 
and organizational features available in SN sites to support 
discussion [42-44] derived from dispersed blogs, tweets, and SN 
sites or posts within VTS. VTS also provides RSS feeds by 
sections, recent stories, particular users, tags, and many of the 
other organizational schemes in the system.  This allows users to 
be alerted when new information is available in whichever way 
they find most useful.  We will also provide options to receive 
updates via emails, SMS, Twitter, and even systems like 
‘(Blacksburg) First Alert’ that use emails and tweets to 
disseminate public announcements. A mock up of a VTS page 
appears in Figure 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Mock up of VTS 
VTS uses a framework based on social affordances and social 
actions, key aspects of social networks.  As noted above, we 
accept the general definition of social affordance as the quality 
of an artifact in any space which invites and facilitates social 
actions by the participants in that space [14, 42].  Social action is 
closely tied to the concept of social capital [45]; that is, 
essentially any behavior that facilitates individual or collective 
action, generated by networks of relationships, reciprocity, trust, 
and social norms (e.g., information sharing, commenting, and 
discussion).  VTS extends the early capabilities of Colloki by 
including content aggregation functions, network analysis, data 

mining and personalization features.  The social affordances in 
VTS have the potential to increase heterogeneity in discussion 
networks, allow for greater flow and wider distribution of 
information, and to incorporate a broader, more diverse user 
population. 

Our emphasis is on local issues where finding news sources and 
online discussion is often hard for several reasons.  First, noted 
above, there are fewer resources devoted by news agencies to 
local issues.  Second, online discussion at the local level often 
occurs in closed community groups and it is difficult for other 
citizens to join and become active participants.  Third, social 
software systems that allow users to gather online and discuss 
their interests (e.g., Digg, Slashdot) work in part due to the large 
number of people participating. The effectiveness of these sites 
is that they attract a lot of people, thus increasing their 
popularity. But for local participation, the number of participants 
will always be lower, as only people with local concerns are 
participating. Automated solutions and aggregators are not 
sensitive enough to pick up material that is truly relevant.  Often 
automated services are too simplistic, doing mostly "surface" 
checks, for example matching "Blacksburg" to identify local 
news.  Simple search aggregators often return stories where 
"Blacksburg" is mentioned by coincidence, but the story is about 
another topic (e.g., "Joe worked as manager of a restaurant in 
Blacksburg"). 
A solution is needed that: a) does not depend on thousands of 
users participating in the sites, b) does not depend on superficial 
ways of identifying relevant information, c) provides support not 
only for politically active citizens, but for the less politically 
active and for lurkers, and d) makes use of Web 2.0 concepts 
(i.e., content syndication, tagging, user-provided content and 
organization). VTS seeks to aggregate news and local 
information in such a way that it becomes the "hub" of local 
interaction and discussion. The goal of aggregating information 
is to have a self-sustaining, self-organizing system with minimal 
oversight and maintenance. 

7. PROTOTYPE OF VTS 
The VTS prototype captures news articles daily from a finite set 
of RSS feeds that include local news websites, government sites, 
local groups’ and organizations’ blogs and individual blogs. 
This list is incrementally growing as we interact with local 
groups and influential individuals to discover more locally 
relevant content. After capturing these news articles, we run the 
topic modeling algorithm on them to get a set of topics for the 
day. These topics and their articles are then posted on the VTS 
website.  

7.1 VTS Website 
The VTS website posts the news articles collected each day and 
displays the topics discovered using topic modeling for the day. 
Each topic is labeled using the top two words belonging to that 
topic. This way of labeling topics is a placeholder, until we 
come up with a better, user-friendly way to label topics. The 
landing page of the site shows all the articles displayed in the 
order of publishing or user participation on the site. Another tab 
shows the recent activity of users on the site (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Main landing page of VTS website 

 

Individual topic pages show all the articles belonging to the 
topic, along with topic keywords as a word cloud in the sidebar 
(Figure 7). 
 

 
Figure 7. Individual topic page for “community + service” 

topic 
 

Individual article pages show the article’s content and a link 
back to the original article. The sidebar displays other articles 
belonging to the same topic and articles belonging to the same 
source of the original article. Users can comment on the article, 
like it, and share it on other services including Facebook, 
Twitter, Google+ and email. (Figure 8). 
 
 

 
Figure 8. Individual article page 

 

Users can post their own articles by clicking the site-wide 
“Share” button in the header of the site and entering the title, 
text and optionally uploading a photo (Figure 9). 
 

 
Figure 9. Posting an article on VTS 

 

Each user has a profile page that lists the user’s contribution on 
the site including their posts, comments, and likes (Figure 10). 
  

 
Figure 10. A user’s profile page on VTS 
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We performed a basic evaluation of our system using the 
Cognitive Walkthrough [46, 47] approach to identify usability 
problems. We identified the key tasks for our system and 
answered the following four questions for each task: 

• Will the user know how to perform the task? 

• Will the user notice that the correct action is 
available? 

• Will the user match the action to the task? 

• Will (did) the user get the correct feedback? 
Several of the identified design issues were fixed in the next 
version of the prototype. A couple of examples of identified 
issues include:  

- Lack of location breadcrumbs which will aid the user 
to keep track of her location while browsing the site 

- Ability to create posts was not obvious to the user 

We plan to perform future evaluation of our system by inviting a 
focus group to use it as well as deploying it to a wider audience 
in the local community of Blacksburg. 

We are also experimenting with different ways to present the 
topics to users including visualizing them (Figure 11). In the 
figure, each bubble is a topic and each node in a bubble 
indicates a keyword that belongs to the topic. The size of the 
central bubble indicates the number of news items belonging to 
the topic. 

 
Figure 11. Force directed graph used to visualize top topics 

 

A close up of one of the topic bubbles (Figure 12) shows the 
nodes in the bubble indicating keywords that belongs to the 
topic. The size of the keyword nodes indicates its frequency of 
occurrence in the topic. 

 
Figure 12. Force directed graph with nodes in single topic 

 
In addition to the auto-generation of topics using data mining, 
we are exploring alternate ways to navigate the site, including 
news and discussions overlaid on a map, so that users are able to 
quickly navigate to articles related to their immediate 
neighborhood. Another possibility we are exploring is to use 
stream graphs to visualize the evolution of topics over a period 
of time. We also plan to capture and integrate relevant 
discussions from local Facebook groups, Twitter and other 
relevant pieces of content from third-party services into the VTS 
website. Through these and similar socially oriented features, 
VTS seeks to leverage a wide range of social affordances that 
would help build trust, interaction and engagement. 

8. CONCLUSIONS and FUTURE WORK 
This paper has presented and compared different local news 
aggregators, with a view to determining how these are designed 
and implemented. We have examined which sites and designs 
are integrating different social affordances that are important for 
supporting and fostering citizen interaction and engagement.  
Several popular websites were true hyperlocal news aggregators 
(e.g., Topix, Fwix, and Outside.in). In comparing these sites, we 
note that they impose a topic category on news articles, such as 
Jobs, Politics, Photos and Events. Each news article was a 
separate headline that linked to the original news source (e.g., 
WSLS-TV). These news aggregators provide a single source for 
each headline and do not cluster together news articles from 
different sources reporting on the same story.  This results in a 
simple laundry list of different top stories, each with a unique 
single source for content. Some of the sources for articles are 
other news websites; others are editors working specifically for 
a given aggregator to write articles.  
Each of these true aggregators has some social affordances built 
in, primarily message posting. However, user messages or blogs 
that are included are often not displayed in relation to the news 
stories they are commenting on. Rather, they are listed as a 
separate set of content, thereby disconnecting them from the 
news or issue they may relate to. Thus, the online sources for 
local news and information and user discussion about goings on 
about town have proliferated independently of each other, 
thereby splintering the coverage, as well as citizen discussion, of 
the same topics. 
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The social affordances on existing local news aggregators are 
limited. The sites do not offer many features beyond blog posts 
or comments, such as tagging, ranking, activity streams and 
sharing, that could help focus interaction among local residents, 
organizations and groups around specific topics and thereby help 
to increase engagement over time. 
The VTS website by contrast compiles local news articles from 
both user and official Internet sources as RSS feeds and 
automatically determines topics provided by Internet sources or 
discussed by the public through clusters. That is, the clustered 
content is displayed in VTS as a topic, covered by multiple 
sources and including user comments, tags, or photos as part of 
the topic-clustered content. This design is intended to optimize 
social affordances in order to encourage both online and offline 
user participation. 

Our approach for the Virtual Town Square (VTS) is to use state-
of-the-art data mining techniques to alleviate the need for a 
“local editor” and to obtain the benefits of a network effect in a 
small (local) population (or data sample). The result is that the 
content is continuously and automatically updated from existing 
sources and is based on collections of articles from diverse 
sources on the same topic. The automatic updating from existing 
sources helps to reduce the ongoing costs of providing content. 
By aggregating articles on the same topic VTS offers more in-
depth coverage on a topic from diverse perspectives and 
emphases. 

VTS is designed to be self-organizing and self-sustaining, since 
content is generated elsewhere by citizens and local 
organizations.  This design should allow users to find content of 
interest at a single point of entry (VTS), as well as to discuss 
issues by sharing, commenting, tagging and rating content.  
Users can also link back to content generated from the original 
sources to continue discussions that are displayed on VTS 
eventually as part of the aggregated content. 

We seek to strike a balance of a centralized (one-stop source) 
location for local news while at the same time supporting (and 
possibly enhancing) the social affordances that lead to online 
participation. As VTS becomes more stable, following further 
development and usability testing, it should be replicable in 
other cities, towns and communities across the US.  
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i We deployed Colloki for a small community when we created 
Slurp! in support of graduate students in the Computer Science 
Department at Virginia Tech. Colloki was implemented with 
Ruby on Rails; its source code is available as an open source 
project (http://github.com/colloki/colloki).   


